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Improving Image Acuity

SYNOPSIS
This pracnique  explores algorithms to improve the acuity or sharpness of an 

image.

Language: C

Compiler: gcc

Experience Level: intermediate

Skills: program design, loops, functions, arrays, strings.



1. INTRODUCTION 
Photographs represent one of the oldest visual forms of media used to convey information. Since its 
inception in the mid-19th century, photographs have been used to document our cultural, social and 
documentary heritage. Figure 1 shows a monochrome photograph of the Swiss alps taken in the early 
1930s, probably with a camera similar to the Kodak Box Brownie. Such cameras had a simple meniscus 
lens, a fixed aperture and a shutter speed of around 1/30th. These images often contain noise, are of a 
lower resolution, are faded, or contain the effect of degradation such as scratches and foxing. The 
presence of blur in an image may be caused by various conditions, but results in detail being simplified. 
In terms of the blur intrinsic to the photograph, this may have aesthetic value, and removing it may alter 
the photographs appeal, but there may be circumstances where historical information may be easier to 
extract from post-sharpened images. Such information could relate to architectural detail in photographs 
of buildings, or for the identification of structures or people.

Figure 1. A historical photograph

1.1 SOURCES OF BLUR IN PHOTOGRAPHS
There are a variety of reasons for blur in historical photographs, but they can be categorized into lens 
and film issues (Vitale07). The former relates to optics issues such as spherical aberration, coma 
(uneven magnification), astigmatism (non- flat focus), flare, dispersion or misaligned lens elements. The 
latter may include vibration, film positioning, aperture, shutter speed, and film development criteria. 
Other sources include breakdown of dyes or emulsion, and digitization- induced blur. The latter may 
occur when digitizing mounted slides - the image may become slightly soft because the film does not 
have direct contact with the scanning glass plate. 



Figure 2. An example of variable blurring in a photograph

Figure 2 contains an example of blur found on the periphery of a photograph, causing the text to 
become fuzzy. This could have occurred during the process of making the contact print. When viewing 
these photographs in their original form, many of these problems don’t seem to exist, because humans 
can’t resolve detail below 85 microns (Vitale07) (0.085mm or 300dpi). To illustrate this, consider the 
image shown in Figure 3. The upper photograph shows no apparent blur, however when a portion of the 
image containing the chalet is enlarged, it is apparent that the fine detail lacks crispness. Increasing 
scanning resolution will not improve the results. Figure 4 illustrates a case of extreme blur, possibly 
caused by a longer than normal exposure, or movement of the camera while the shutter is open. Such 
blur is often challenging to reduce.

 
Figure 3. An example of blurred detail in an image



Figure 4. An example of extreme blur

2. SHARPENING ALGORITHMS
Image sharpening is a form of contrast enhancement which involves improving the acuity of details 
within an image. This is often achieved by accentuating the high- frequency components of an image to 
reduce blur. The objective is not to grossly change the contrast of the image, but rather to have a 
’sharpening’ effect. The quality of acuity increase achieved by an algorithm is influenced by film grain, 
and noise. The goal of image sharpening is to increase the acuity of the image without unduly amplifying 
noise or significantly altering the contrast.

2.1 UNSHARP MASKING

Many applications used to post-process digital images use unsharp masking as the choice of 
sharpening algorithm. A classic filter for sharpening is unsharp masking was introduced by Schreiber 
(Schreiber70) in 1970 for the purpose of improving the quality of wirephoto pictures for newspapers. It is 
based on the principle of photographic masking whereby a low-contrast positive transparency is made 
of the original negative. The mask is then sandwiched with the negative, and the amalgam used to 
produce the final print. The effect is an increase in sharpness. In the context of digital images it functions 
by subtracting a blurred form of an image from the image itself. Unsharp masking suffers from one 
inherent limitation: noise sensitivity. As UM emphasizes the high-frequency components of an image, 
accentuating a part of the band in which the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is usually low this often leads to 
noise amplification. As such one would think that such a characteristic would make it less usable in 
practical applications. Laplacian of Gaussian UM is the most common form of UM used in commercial 
applications. The general expression for the UM algorithm is given by:

where I(i,j) is a pixel in the original image, S(i,j) is a pixel in the sharpened image, M(i,j) is a pixel in 
the filter used to sharpen the image, and λ is a positive scaling factor which adjusts the intensity of the 
enhancement (often defaults to 1). As λ increases, so too does both the sharpening effect, and noise 
attenuation. The kernel M(i,j) is often in the form of a negative, discrete Laplacian filter such as:



2.2 CUBIC UNSHARP MASKING

Cubic unsharp masking was introduced by Ramponi (Ramponi98) as an extension to linear unsharp 
masking. It introduces a quadratic function, which reduces the effects of monotonically sharpening an 
image by favouring high spatial frequencies over lower ones. This creates a lower noise sensitivity than 
classical UM. The caveat is that amplification of low-contrast areas is also reduced. There are three 
forms of cubic UM: (i) separable, (ii) non-separable, and (iii) combined. For the purposes of this 
application, we have chosen the separable filter, which is given as:

It is applied in the same manner as Equation 1, and also uses a positive factor, λ to adjust the intensity of 
the correction. As λ → 0, enhancement is more detailed/localised. A λ value of 0.01 is used in the 
experiments.

2.3 MORPHOLOGICAL TOGGLE SHARPENING

Morphological contrast enhancement was founded on the toggle mappings of Serra (Serra89), from an 
idea suggested by Kramer et al. (Kramer75). Morphological toggle contrast enhancement is based on 
two primitive operations: erosion and dilation, and a a template shape used to investigate an image 
known as a structuring element (SE). The effect of a structuring element is dependent on its size and 
shape. A SE is normally 2-dimensional, flat and isotropic, as in the case of an approximation of a disk. 
For example in grayscale erosion (dilation) the value of a pixel I(i,j) in the image is replaced by the 
minimum (maximum) of the values of I(i,j) over a structuring element B, which results in decrease 
(increase) in the intensity of the image. Toggle mappings are based on (i) a series of image-to-image 
transformations, and (ii) a toggle criterion.

Contrast mappings, denoted κ, modify the pixel I(i,j) only when I(i,j) lies within the interval defined by 
the minimum I⊖ (grayscale erosion) and the maximum I⊕ (grayscale dilation) at pixel I(i,j). The two-state 
contrast κ is defined as follows (Schavemaker00):

Therefore κ equals the value of the transformation which is closer to the original pixel value. When both 
are at an equal distance, the transformation the original pixel is chosen. Toggle contrasts which are 
based on a pairing of erosion and dilation increase contrast much more than those based on openings 
and closings. Erosion/dilation toggle contrasts sharpen the image, but do not boost the contrast of 
structures smaller than the SE. The SE used in the experiments in this paper is a simple 5×5 square 
disc, although it can be tailored to any shape.



3. METRICS FOR ASSESSING ACUITY

The purpose of performance evaluation is to assess, or characterize how well an algorithm performs its 
task (Wirth05) expressed with respect to qualities such as accuracy and robustness. This works well for 
algorithms such as seg- mentation, where it may be possible to obtain a ground truth image with which 
to compare the result, but is more challenging with image enhancement, where there is often no 
guarantee of a reference image. Indeed, the fundamental question of what image quality is has been 
given surprising little attention (Janssen07). The best way to assess the quality of an image is to visually 
assess it, since a human observer is the ultimate recipient of the information contained in an image. 
Measures like the Mean Opinion Score (MOS) can be used to provide a numerical indication of the 
perceived image. Any evaluative process that involves humans implies a certain amount of ambiguity. 
Unlike physically measurable quantities, human judgment is often subjective. A signicant difficulty that 
arises in the evaluation of such algorithms is finding suitable metrics that provide an objective measure 
of performance. Objective measures use information from two input images (original and processed) to 
compute a number indicating image quality (Ivkovic04).

Objective metrics are important in the evaluation of algorithms primarily because they offer an 
independent assessment which is not biased by individual subjective judgments. There are a number of 
objective image quality measures, including the widely used mean-squared-error (MSE), and peak-
signal-to-noise-ratio (PSNR). These metrics are easy to calculate, but both are not well matched to 
perceived visual quality (Wang04). The MSE is a full-reference quality metric calculated by averaging 
the squared intensity differences of the reference and enhanced image pixels. The MSE does well when 
images with the same type of degradation are compared. In this case the image with the smaller MSE 
will be considered closer to the original than the one with the greater MSE. MSE is not an effective 
quality metric for a number of reasons. Foremost, MSE treats image intensities as a set of uncorrelated 
numbers. Pixels are never perceived as isolated entities. Structural information created by a group of 
pixels is more important than the intensity at some spatial location. MSE also does not differentiate 
between random and signal independent distortion. It is therefore possible to create images with the 
same MSE but with different visual qualities. In reality, MSE is not related to the way human observers 
perceive image quality. To provide a comparison of the algorithms we will use three quantitative metrics.

3.1 PERCEPTUAL BLUR METRIC (PBM)
The first metric is a no-reference image blurriness metric (Marziliano04). Vertical edge detection (e.g. 
Sobel) is first applied and then each row of the image is scanned to locate edge pixels with the start and 
end positions of the edge defined as the locations of local extrema closest to edge. The edge width is 
calculated as the distance between the end and start position. The overall metric is calculated as the 
average of the edge widths or the local blur values over all edges found. A decrease in the value of the 
PBM indicates an increase in acuity.

3.2 LEVELS OF PERCEPTUAL BLUR METRIC (LPBM)
The PBM is sensitive to the effectiveness of an edge detector, particularly the threshold used to classify 
the edge. A better approach may be an algorithm which is not based on transient characteristics, but 
rather discriminates between levels of perceivable blur on the same image (Crete07). The algorithm 
works by blurring an image and comparing the variations between neighbouring pixels before and after 
the low-pass filtering is applied. The output is a value in the range 0 to 1, where 0 implies sharp and 
increased blurriness occurs as the value approaches 1.



3.3 KURTOSIS SHARPNESS METRIC (KSM)
This no-reference sharpness metric is based on local edge kurtosis (Caviedes02). Here an edge profile 
is created by detecting pixels in 8×8 pixel blocks. The sharpness of each block is then calculated using 
Kurtosis of the DCT. The final metric is the average sharpness of the blocks. A decrease in KSM signifies 
an increase in sharpness.

4. EXPERIMENTAL WORK

4.1 TEST IMAGES
One of the caveats of many image enhancement algorithms is that when they are applied, the 
experiments used to portray their merit invariably use one or more of the standard test images. Some 
form of blur, such as Gaussian blur, is artificially added to the image, and resulting image sharpened. 
Although this provides a ground truth, real photographic blurring does not occur in a smooth manner as 
objects fall out of focus. These images often bare little resemblance to real-world applications, and as 
such we apply our algorithms to images from real-world applications, all possessing differing 
characteristics. We have chosen images extracted from six historical B&W photographs taken in the 
1930s and acquired using a flatbed scanner at 600dpi.

  

  
Figure 5. Experimental images

• alps: an image with mixed homogeneous regions.
• architecture: an image with fine lines, details and type.
• buildings: an image with a series of buildings with various levels of blurring
• face: a womans face
• text: an image containing text with varying degrees of blurring
• chalet: a blurred building



4.2 RESULTS
As can be seen from the PBM values in Table I, all three algorithms reduce the blur in the images. In 
many cases, the UM algorithm was most successful in improving acuity in the image, which is not 
unexpected considering the nature of the algorithm.  Figure 6 offers a visual comparison of each of the 
algorithms applied to the alps image. There is an inherent graininess in the UM-enhanced image, and a 
smoothness in the appearance of the MS-enhanced image. The CBUM algorithm contains some 
overshoots in the details, (e.g. the alp ridge line, snow boundaries). The MS algorithm shows the most 
visible improvements, at the expense of increased homogeneity. A similar visual comparison of the 
algorithms applied to the text image is shown in Figure 7. The UM shows increased attenuation of noise, 
particularly in the flatter regions of the image. THE CBUM again contains overshoots along the the 
boundaries of the text. The MS has increased acuity, but also become more homogeneous.

Table 1. Perceptual Blur Metric

In the case of the KSM, all algorithms have shown a decrease in the metric for each image, signifying an 
increase in sharpness. In the majority of cases, the algorithms can be ranked UM, MS and CBUM in 
order of sharpness, however care must be taken in interpreting the rankings using such metrics, as the 
UM will always show an increase, regardless of noise and artifacts within the image. 

Table 2. Kurtosis Sharpening Metric

The final metric, LPBM indicates an optimal value for the MS algorithm, which may indicate that it is a 
better indicator of preserved edges in the images. An ideal metric would probably look at how much 
blurring has been reduced as a factor of acuity, and edge preservation. 

Table 3. Levels of Perceptual Blur Metric



Figure 6. Sharpening algorithms applied to the alps image

Figure 7. Sharpening algorithms applied to the text image

The difficulty with improving acuity in any image is deriving a measure of how well an algorithm works. 
Applying the various sharpening algorithms has shown that visual acuity, both in level of sharpness and 
artifacts such as noise amplification, cannot always be described quantitatively. Fig. 8 shows a series of 
profiles through the middle of the phrase ”GRINDELWALD” from the text image, shown as an extracted 
region. The upper profile shows the original image, whilst the middle and lower profiles represent the UM 
and MS images respectively. The profiles show how the UM algorithm causes some fluctuations near the 
valleys and peaks, attributable to noise, whereas the MS algorithm has caused definitive sharpening of 
the margins of the letters. 



Figure 8. Profiles through the letters of “GRINDELWALD”: Original, UM, MS

A more detailed visual examination of the effect of each of the algorithms is shown in Fig. 9, showing two 
letters extracted from the text image. Whilst all three algorithms show improved acuity, there is no doubt 
that from a pure acuity perspective, the MS algorithm is most successful.

Figure 9. Enlarged type from sharpened text images (clockwise from top-left): Original, UM, MS, CBUM

There are inherently limitations in any image sharpening algorithm. Whilst it is possible to sharpen an 
image, it is impossible to create information where none existed. The UM algorithm tends to attenuate 
noise, which is problematic in regions of intricate detail. The MS algorithm on the other hand reduces 
noise attenuation, but leads to regions becoming more homogeneous, which can also wash out detail. If 
viewed from a distance, the MS-sharpened images exhibit a crispness which outweighs any loss of 
detail. To illustrate how these algorithms performed against a commercial image sharpening algorithm, 
we tested the alps test case against the Nik Sharpener ( http://www.niksoftware.com/ ) plug-in used in 
Apple Aperture. The plug-in offered an adaptive mode and a creative mode. In the case of the adaptive 
mode, we choose a parameter setting of 70%, whilst for the creative mode, the four parameters were: 
Output Sharpening Strength 100%, Structure 30%, Local Contrast 30% and Focus 30%. Examples of 
applying this filters and a visual comparison is offered in Figures 10 and 11. From a metric viewpoint, the 



adaptive mode gave LPBM=0.24, and the creative mode LPBM=0.272. Of course, like any algorithm 
involving multiple parameters, it would be possible to tweak the results.

Figure 10. A comparison of MS against a commercial algorithm

Figure 11. An enlargement of regions in Fig.10

5. CONCLUSION

In a perfect image, the visual appearance would be crisp and fine detail would be easy to discern. In 
reality however, the art of acquiring images often leads to a reduction in detail in the digitized image. 
There are a multitude of contrast enhancement algorithms, but few of these are concerned solely with 
improving the acuity of an image, without altering its contrast. Instead unsharp masking, a technique 
developed over four decades ago is used in many commercial applications. We have attempted to 
investigate the usefulness of image sharpening applied to historical images using a series of metrics, 
however it is almost impossible to truly compare such algorithms. The caveat with all these algorithms is 
that all have parameters of some form which influence how they function. Both UM and CBUM have a 
scaling factor, λ. The MS algorithm is influenced by the shape and size of the structuring element. 
Modifying the parameters, may influence how successful each of the algorithms is, but success is also 
dependent on the content of the image being sharpened.
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